
Artfully arranged
Sure, you can cover the entire 
wall… yawn. But why not get a 
little edgy? Freeform Shapes 
arrangements lets you think 
beyond wall-to-wall. Treat your 
Shapes installation like an art 
piece. Let the Shapes define 
the arrangement’s perimeter. 
Float it on the wall. Make a more 
dramatic statement. 

Dimensional interest.  
Immersive visuals. Comfortable 
acoustics. How does one product 
promise so much? Oomph Shapes 
does it by offering an inspired  
palette of sculpted acoustic tile  
arrangements uniquely  
engineered to be your canvas  
for limitless graphic expression.

shapes
so creative. so quiet.        so easy.

Get some ink.
No other acoustic tile lets you make a  
visual statement like Shapes. That’s  
because no other line was designed for ink. 
Custom graphics. Gorgeous imagery.  
Perfectly present on a surface just meant 
for print. Create a look that’s as bold or 
subtle as you want.  

Mix ‘em up.
A blend of subtle grays. A burst of  
colorful contrasts. Complement  
the room. Boost the brand. Shapes  
lets you combine materials to  
create a multi-color canvas.  
What’s your mix?

The shape factor
There’s an Oomph Shape for every 
space. Graceful curves. Precise lines. 
Crisp angles. Choose the shape  
arrangement that inspires you and  
complements your space. See all your 
options on the next page.

Better with the bevel.
Shapes chamfered edge does double duty.  
The crisp bevel accentuates the shape. It emphasizes 
the pattern with added depth. But the chamfer has an 
important practical purpose, too. Wall surfaces are 
never completely smooth. Shapes’ chamfered edge 
effortlessly hides alignment issues caused by 
underlying wall imperfections. Smart.

takeform.net/oomph-shapes

More than a pretty face
Yeah, we put a lot of thought into  
appearances, but there’s more to 
Oomph than meets the eye. Let’s talk 
acoustic performance – Oomph Shapes 
delivers a .45 - .95 NRC rating based 
on installation method. Environmen-
tal concerns? Oomph is made of 60% 
post-consumer waste and is 100% 
recyclable. Sounds pretty good, huh?



SH-01
    Rapid
Shapes: SH-01A, SH-01AM
Shape size: 20.78” x12.00”

SH-02
    Fast Forward
Shapes: SH-02A, SH-02AM
Shape size: 18.5” x 7.79”

SH-03
    Hex on You
Shape: SH-03A
Shape size: 13.57” x 11.75”

SH-04
    Catch a Wave
Shapes: SH-04A, SH-04     AM
Shape size: 18.00” x 10.50”

SH-05
    A Big Plus
Shape: SH-05A
Shape size: 18.00” x 18.00”

SH-07
    Strangeness
Shapes: SH-07A, SH-07B,  
SH-07C, SH-07D 
Size as shown: 31.00” x 31.00”

SH-08
    Pyramid Scheme
Shape: SH-08A
Shape size: 13.50” x 11.75”

SH-09
    Diamond
Shape: SH-09A 
Shape size: 8.00” x 36.00”

SH-10
    Plastron
Shape: SH-10A
Shape size: 20.78” x 16.39”

SH-11
    Marquise
Shape: SH-11A
Shape size: 21.86” x 8.00”SH-12

    OG
Shape: SH-12A
Shape size: 24.00” x19.20”

SH-13
    Cubist
Shape: SH-13A
Shape size: 12.00” x 16.92”

SH-14
    Trowel
Shape: SH-14A
Shape size: 15.59” x 13.50”

SH-15
    Star Performer
Shapes: SH-15A, SH-15B
Combined size: 26.00” x 45.00”

SH-16
    Squared Away
Shapes: SH-16A, SH-16B, SH-16C,
SH-16D, SH-16E 
Size as arranged: 48.00” x 36.00”

SH-17
    Damn Straight 
Shape: SH-17
Sizes:  
42.00” x 6.00”
24.00” x 6.00”
12.00 x 6.00 ”

SH-06
    Wiggle
Shape: SH-06A
Shape size: 18.00” x12.73”

It all starts with Oomph
Inspired visuals. Improved sound.

Think again. Thanks to  
Takeform print technology, 
Oomph Shapes are the  
building blocks of endlessly  
creative possibilities. 
Select a shape. Spec your  
material color. Now it’s time 
to get graphic – your  
imagery or ours. Like all 
Oomph acoustic products, 
shapes are as much about 
sight as they are sound.   
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